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Yet sports remain segregated, and it's worth examining what the social cost of that separation is. But first, the science. A
study in The Journal of Sports Science and Medicine, which examined the year-by-year improvement in world records
and top 10 performances across 82 different sports since (the beginning of the modern Olympic.

Oxford University Press, , pp. Temple University Press, , pp. Eileen McDonagh and Laura Pappano start from
the premise that sport matters. It is more than entertainment; it is a powerful social institution in which
attitudes about gender are constructed and reinforced. McDonagh and Pappano argue that for this reason, sport
is a critical site for achieving sex equality. Their basic premise is that the sex segregation in athletics that most
people take for granted does not reflect actual physical differences between men and women. Instead, it
reflects outdated, inaccurate stereotypes based on a flawed notion of inherent female athletic inferiority. The
way out of enforced inequality, they say, is for girls and women to play sports with boys and men. They
believe that integrated sports should be the standard, not the exception, and they propose ten recommendations
to achieve this goal. Mcdonagh and Pappano make their arguments forcefully and persuasively. They begin
with a historical overview of American sport, with its foundational beliefs in male strength and
competitiveness, and female weakness and frailty. They point out that the construction of these gender roles
has required women athletes to conform to rather than challenge traditional standards of femininity. What was
undermining fair competition, they say, was not that male athletes were masquerading as women but rather
that some female athletes males too were using steroids. Finally, they contrast federal laws prohibiting race,
sex, and disability discrimination in employment with Title IX, which, they say, actually enshrines inequality.
McDonagh and Pappano identify six kinds of coercive sex-segregation that they believe are based on flawed
conceptions of gender differences: Women are judged on gracefulness; men on explosiveness. These four
women outran all remaining top male performers. Their list of coercive sex-segregation policies provide
thoughtful criteria for challenging the benefits of sex-segregation in specific contexts with specific sports.
They point out many needless forms of sex segregation in sport that could be addressed immediately and
would benefit females and males. Yet I resisted their call for ending sex-segregation in sport altogether, and I
chaffed at their criticism of Title IX. I felt reactionaryâ€”am I so embedded in the acceptance of sport
segregated by sex and the belief in the beneficial effects of Title IX that I have become part of the problem
they are analyzing? As a sport feminist, I find myself in a very uncomfortable place. McDonagh is a political
scientist and Pappano a journalist. McDonagh and Pappano argue that sex-segregation in sport relegates
women to permanent second-class citizenship. They believe that making sex-segregated teams the exception
rather than the rule would lead to equality, in that boys and men, and girls and women, would be sorted by
skill and performance rather than by gender. However, I fear that, at least at present, disregarding sex would
also drastically decrease the number of girls and women on high school and college teams in many sports and
demote most of the top women athletes in many sports to bench warmers or junior varsity-level play. That is
what would result in second-class citizenshipâ€”for all but the few exceptional women who could compete
successfully against men. Do McDonogh and Pappano seriously believe that having a top collegiate basketball
player such as Candace Parker sit on the bench of a sex-integrated team would constitute equality? Title IX is
not a perfect solution to sex inequality in sport, and no Title IX advocate I know would claim that it is. In
addition, I firmly believe that any law that provokes the sustained ire and resistance of people in power, as
Title IX has done, must be on the right track. I applaud McDonagh and Pappano for writing a book that makes
me question traditional thinking and my own ideas about of equality in sport and provides clear criteria for
change. Everyone who cares about sex equality in sport should read this book. However, just as I believe there
is still a need for affirmative action in achieving the broad goals of sex and race equality, I believe that there is
a need for sex-segregated sport in the journey toward sex-neutral sport. Equal Play, edited by Nancy
Hogshead-Makar and Andrew Zimbalist, traces the year history of Title IX and the struggle between
conservative political forces that want to weaken it and liberal political forces that want to strengthen it.
Hogshead-Makar and Zimbalist describe their mission as an exploration of the governmental processes that
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form and shape all public policy, which uses Title IX as a case in point. They also include original legal
documents, commission reports and recommendations, conservative political attacks on Title IX, and forceful
counterarguments that respond to theattacks. The documents and the data make this book a rich source of
information for researchers and students. The authors of both Playing with the Boys and Equal Play are
committed to the goal of sex equality in sport. Their routes are different, although both are bumpy, with many
setbacks and a long way to go. While Playing with the Boys criticizes traditional thinking, Equal Play assumes
that Title IX and sex-segregation are the best strategies. McDonagh and Pappano embed their arguments in the
broader cultural and social contexts of sexism and, to a lesser extent, heterosexism, while Hogshead-Makar
and Zimbalist maintain a tight legal focus. Neither book addresses race or class as intersecting variables. Both
books make clear the contaminating influence of money on any social-justice agenda in school sports. The
value of both books is that, from different perspectives, they invite the reader to think critically about sex
equality, how we recognize it, and how it is best achieved, in a society with so many political and social
agendas and divisions. Our website uses cookies to enhance your experience. By continuing to use our site, or
clicking " Continue ", you are agreeing to our privacy policy.
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Read the full-text online edition of Playing with the Boys: Why Separate Is Not Equal in Sports (). 4- Sex-Segregated
Sports on Trial

He chose to sign with them because they were the only team in the league that guaranteed players an
off-season job. He returned to the Lions after the war ended, in After learning that the NFL had indeed
blacklisted Radovich due to his play in the AAFC and would punish any club that did hire him, however, the
Clippers withdrew their offer. There he met Joseph Alioto , a former antitrust litigator with the Justice
Department. In conversation, he told Alioto how he had come to this, and Alioto responded by sketching out a
legal brief on the back of a cocktail napkin. Since it emerged at a time when the NFL was just beginning to
recover from the war years when some teams temporarily merged , was national in scope and had owners
wealthier than most of their NFL counterparts, it posed a serious competitive threat to the older league. The
NFL took many steps to prevent the AAFC from making headway, blacklisting media who had covered the
league as well as players who jumped to it. Ultimately the AAFC collapsed due to the dominance of the
Cleveland Browns , who won all four of its championships, and financial problems and instability at some of
its weaker franchises. In December the two leagues merged. Professional sports and antitrust[ edit ] In Federal
Baseball Club v. National League U. Travel by teams across state line was "an incident" to the business of
staging baseball games, which he described as "purely state affairs". New York Yankees upheld that precedent
due to congressional inaction to change it, despite changes in the business such as broadcasting deals that
made the interstate aspect a much greater part of the commerce. In United States v. Trial and appeal[ edit ]
Radovich and Alioto brought suit under the Clayton Act , which allows private parties to seek damages from
unfair business practices , against the NFL, all its member franchises , commissioner Bert Bell , the PCL by
then defunct and its commissioner at the time, J. The district court accepted those arguments, as did the Ninth
Circuit. The latter distinguished football from boxing, which the Supreme Court had already denied the
exemption, by noting that it and baseball were both team sports , unlike boxing. He made the oral argument
along with the Solicitor General. Clark wrote for the majority; there were no concurring opinions by the other
justices. But "the volume of interstate business involved in organized professional football places it within the
provisions of the Act. If this ruling is unrealistic, inconsistent, or illogical, it is sufficient to answer, aside from
the distinctions between the businesses, that were we considering the question of baseball for the first time
upon a clean slate we would have no doubts. But Federal Baseball held the business of baseball outside the
scope of the Act. No other business claiming the coverage of those cases has such an adjudication. We,
therefore, conclude that the orderly way to eliminate error or discrimination, if any there be, is by legislation
and not by court decision. Congressional processes are more accommodative, affording the whole industry
hearings and an opportunity to assist in the formulation of new legislation. The resulting product is therefore
more likely to protect the industry and the public alike. The whole scope of congressional action would be
known long in advance and effective dates for the legislation could be set in the future without the injustices
of retroactivity and surprise which might follow court action. He accused the majority of using "discriminatory
fiat" to make "untenable distinctions" between the two sports. Radovich said years later he believed Keith,
who wanted him to drop the suit, "double-crossed" him. The settlement came after lengthy arguments between
the two men over whether to proceed with the trial. Afterwards he says he learned Keith had been pressured to
settle by the league. Alioto was later elected mayor of San Francisco for two terms. His successor, Pete
Rozelle , continued the effort, but was only able to get limited exemptions to allow sharing of television
revenues the Sports Broadcasting Act of and, later, the merger with the American Football League AFL. To
secure the antitrust exemptions that made the merger possible, Rozelle promised Louisiana congressman Hale
Boggs the NFL would expand into New Orleans , and the Saints and Cincinnati Bengals were added to the
league shortly thereafter. After a season and a half it folded. The only two teams to have remained solvent
applied to join the NFL as expansion teams but were rejected. It took several years for the case to work its way
through the federal court system; the Grizzlies ultimately lost their case. After three seasons of play during
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which it never had the same number of teams and many franchises moved, it also filed an antitrust suit it had
brought against the NFL. Seeking hundreds of millions of dollars and damages, USFL v. TV at the time. The
failure to secure either objective in the lawsuit, coupled with mounting debts, prompted the USFL to cease
operations. The league played one short season, during the winter, and emphasized entertainment value over
top-flight competition. Amid rapidly declining interest and viewer disappointment in the product, the XFL
shut down. Labor issues[ edit ] The owners recognized the National Football League Players Association
NFLPA because some congressmen and senators pointed to the nonunion status of the league to deny support
for exemptions. The strike led to another antitrust action before the Supreme Court, Brown v. This time, the
NFL won, as the justices ruled that groups of employers, as well as single employers, could implement a
contract provision they had offered in good faith during an impasse. Third parties[ edit ] Two other significant
actions have been brought against the NFL on antitrust grounds. Rozelle had pushed for its inclusion as an
amendment to the league constitution, believing that owners must be focused on football and could be in a
conflict of interest with the NFL if they owned franchises in other sports, since the other sports competed for
disposable income with the NFL. After losing in district court, it won on appeal [19] but by then was in
desperate straits, and folded two years later. During that time, the most significant suit in modern NFL history
was brought. The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum Commission LAMCC sued the league over its provision
requiring unanimous approval from other owners for franchise moves, which had otherwise hindered its
efforts to conclude a lease with the Raiders , then playing in Oakland , where owner Al Davis was unhappy
with the condition of Oaklandâ€”Alameda County Coliseum. His team began play in the LA Coliseum in It
failed both at trial and then in appeals court, and ultimately the Supreme Court denied certiorari in
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3: Playing With the Boys - Hardcover - Eileen McDonagh; Laura Pappano - Oxford University Press
This book shows how sex-segregated sports policies, instead of reflecting sex-group differences, in fact construct them.
An original and provocative argument to level the athletic playing field, Playing with the Boys issues a clarion call for
sex-sensible policies in sports as a crucial step toward achieving social, economic, and political.

German warning in occupied Poland â€” "No entrance for Poles! Slavic , origin were not allowed to join some
guilds. At first the laws were aimed primarily at Jews but were later extended to "Gypsies, Negroes and their
bastard offspring". Jewish doctors were not allowed to treat Aryan patients nor were Jewish professors
permitted to teach Aryan pupils. In addition, Jews were not allowed to use any public transportation, besides
the ferry, and were able to shop only from 3â€”5 pm in Jewish stores. Women behind the barbed wire fence of
the Lvov Ghetto in occupied Poland. Spring Jews and Roma were subjected to genocide as "undesirable"
racial groups in the Holocaust. The Nazis established ghettos to confine Jews and sometimes Romas into
tightly packed areas of the cities of Eastern Europe, turning them into de facto concentration camps. The
Warsaw Ghetto was the largest of these ghettos, with , people. While the treatment of factory workers or farm
hands often varied depending on the individual employer, Polish laborers as a rule were compelled to work
longer hours for lower wages than Western Europeans â€” in many cities, they were forced to live in
segregated barracks behind barbed wire. Social relations with Germans outside work were forbidden, and
sexual relations Rassenschande or "racial defilement" were punishable by death. In the Tang dynasty issued an
edict which forced Uighurs to wear their ethnic dress, stopped them from marrying Chinese females, and
banned them from pretending to be Chinese. Chinese disliked Uighurs because they practiced usury. The
magistrate who issued the orders may have wanted to protect "purity" in Chinese custom. In , when Lu Chun
was appointed as governor of Canton, he was disgusted to find Chinese living with foreigners and
intermarriage between Chinese and foreigners. Lu enforced separation, banning interracial marriages, and
made it illegal for foreigners to own property. Lu Chun believed his principles were just and upright. Eight
Banners The Qing Dynasty was founded not by the Han Chinese who form the majority of the Chinese
population, but the Manchus, who are today an ethnic minority of China. The Manchus were keenly aware of
their minority status, however, it was only later in the dynasty that they banned intermarriage. Han defectors
played a massive role in the Qing conquest of China. Han Chinese Generals who defected to the Manchu were
often given women from the Imperial Aisin Gioro family in marriage while the ordinary soldiers who defected
were given non-royal Manchu women as wives. Han Bannermen were made out of Han Chinese who defected
to the Qing up to and joined the Eight Banners, giving them social and legal privileges in addition to being
acculturated to Manchu culture. This ethnic segregation had cultural and economic reasons: Han Chinese
civilians and Mongol civilians were banned from settling in Manchuria. Ordinary Mongol civilians in Inner
Mongolia were banned from even crossing into other Mongol Banners. A banner in Inner Mongolia was an
administrative division and not related to the Mongol Bannermen in the Eight Banners These restrictions did
not apply Han Bannermen , who were settled in Manchuria by the Qing. Han bannermen were differentiated
from Han civilians by the Qing and treated differently. The policy of segregation applied directly to the banner
garrisons, most of which occupied a separate walled zone within the cities in which they were stationed. While
the Manchus followed the governmental structure of the preceding Ming dynasty , their ethnic policy dictated
that appointments were split between Manchu noblemen and Han Chinese civilian officials who had passed
the highest levels of the state examinations , and because of the small number of Manchus, this insured that a
large fraction of them would be government officials. Italy[ edit ] In , the fascist regime led by Benito
Mussolini , under pressure from the Nazis, introduced a series of Italian Racial Laws instituting an official
segregationist policy in the Italian Empire , especially aimed against Jews. This policy enforced various
segregationist norms, like the prohibition for Jews to teach or study in ordinary schools and universities, to
own industries reputed of major national interest, to work as journalists, to enter the military, and to wed
non-Jews. Rita Levi-Montalcini , who would successively win the Nobel Prize for Medicine , was forbidden to
work at the university. Albert Einstein , upon approval of the racial law, resigned from honorary membership
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of the Accademia dei Lincei. Jewish segregation[ edit ] Jews in Europe generally were forced, by decree or by
informal pressure, to live in highly segregated ghettos and shtetls. Jewish population were confined to mellahs
in Morocco beginning from the 15th century. In cities, a mellah was surrounded by a wall with a fortified
gateway. In contrast, rural mellahs were separate villages inhabited solely by the Jews. Benjamin wrote about
the life of Persian Jews: The passers-by spit in his face, and sometimes beat himâ€¦ unmercifullyâ€¦ If a Jew
enters a shop for anything, he is forbidden to inspect the goodsâ€¦ Should his hand incautiously touch the
goods, he must take them at any price the seller chooses to ask for them Sometimes the Persians intrude into
the dwellings of the Jews and take possession of whatever please them. Should the owner make the least
opposition in defense of his property, he incurs the danger of atoning for it with his life An extensive
nomenclature developed, including the familiar terms " mulatto ", " mestizo ", and " zambo " the latter the
origin of " sambo ". The Spanish had practiced a form of caste system in Hispania before their expulsion of the
Jews and Muslims. Furthermore, he claimed that this segregation "created a precedent. This new order also
failed to win legitimacy in the eyes of the world, and British control returned to the country in December ,
following the Lancaster House Agreement. New elections were held in , and Zimbabwe gained recognized
independence in April , with Robert Mugabe as prime minister. Laws enforcing segregation had been around
before , although many institutions simply ignored them. One highly publicized legal battle occurred in
involving the opening of a new theatre that was to be open to all races; the proposed unsegregated public
toilets at the newly built Reps Theatre in caused an argument called "The Battle of the Toilets". Apartheid "
Apartheid ": Apartheid laws can be generally divided into following acts. Firstly, the Population Registration
Act in classified residents in South Africa into four racial groups: Secondly, the Group Areas Act in assigned
different regions according to different races. People were forced to live in their corresponding regions and the
action of passing the boundaries without a permit was made illegal, extending pass laws that had already
curtailed black movement. Thirdly, under the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act in , amenities in public
areas, like hospitals, universities and parks, were labeled separately according to particular races. Additionally,
the government of the time enforced the pass laws , which deprived black South Africans of their right to
travel freely within their own country. Under this system black people were severely restricted from urban
areas, requiring authorisation from a white employer to enter. Uprisings and protests against apartheid
appeared immediately when apartheid arose. As early as , the youth wing of the African National Congress
ANC advocated the ending of apartheid and suggested fighting against racial segregation by various methods.
His success fulfilled the ending of apartheid in South African history. After Jim Crow laws were passed that
segregated African Americans and Whites, the lives of those who were negatively affected saw no progress in
their quest for equality. Racial segregation was not a new phenomenon, as almost four million blacks had been
slaves before the Civil War. Signs were used to show non whites where they could legally walk, talk, drink,
rest, or eat. Though many such laws were instituted shortly after fighting ended, they only became formalized
after the end of the Reconstruction period. The period that followed is known as the nadir of American race
relations. The legislation or in some states, such as Florida, the state constitutions that mandated segregation
lasted at least until Brown v. Board of Education An African-American man goes into the "colored" entrance
of a movie theater in Belzoni, Mississippi , Supreme Court majority in the Plessy v. Ferguson case explicitly
permitted " separate but equal " facilities specifically, transportation facilities , Justice John Marshall Harlan ,
in his dissent , protested that the decision was an expression of white supremacy ; he predicted that
segregation would "stimulate aggressions â€¦ upon the admitted rights of colored citizens," "arouse race hate,"
and "perpetuate a feeling of distrust between [the] races. Feelings between whites and blacks were so tense,
even the jails were segregated. Black soldiers were often poorly trained and equipped, and were often put on
the frontlines in suicide missions. The air force and the marines had no blacks enlisted in their ranks. There
were blacks in the Navy Seabees. The army had only five African-American officers. Black soldiers had to
sometimes give up their seats in trains to the Nazi prisoners of war. In Martin Luther King Jr. Augustine,
Florida American sports were racially segregated until the mid-twentieth century. In baseball, the "Negro
leagues" were established by Rube Foster for non-white players, such as Negro league baseball , which ran
through the early s. Racial segregation in basketball lasted until , when the NBA became racially integrated.
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Detroit , In the reception to honor his Olympic success Jesse Owens was not permitted to enter through the
main doors of the Waldorf Astoria New York and instead forced to travel up to the event in a freight elevator.
Lackey after being arrested for not giving up her seat on the bus to a white person Many U. While opposed to
slavery in the U. S, in a speech in Charleston, Illinois in , Abraham Lincoln stated, "I am not, nor ever have
been in favor of bringing about in any way the social and political equality of the white and black races, that I
am not, nor ever have been in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor of qualifying them to hold
office, nor to intermarry with white people. I as much as any man am in favor of the superior position assigned
to the white race". Virginia case in , the Supreme Court invalidated laws prohibiting interracial marriage in the
U. Many of their efforts were acts of non-violent civil disobedience aimed at disrupting the enforcement of
racial segregation rules and laws, such as refusing to give up a seat in the black part of the bus to a white
person Rosa Parks , or holding sit-ins at all-white diners. By all forms of segregation had been declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, and by support for formal legal segregation had dissolved. Board of
Education of Topeka, Kansas in outlawed segregation in public schools. The Fair Housing Act of ,
administered and enforced by the Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity , prohibited discrimination in
the sale and rental of housing on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, and
disability. Formal racial discrimination became illegal in school systems, businesses, the American military,
other civil services and the government.
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4: Playing With the Boys : Eileen McDonagh :
Playing with the Boys: Why Separate is Not Equal in Sports by Eileen McDonagh, Laura Pappano Athletic contests help
define what we mean in America by "success." By keeping women from "playing with the boys" on the false assumption
that they are inherently inferior, society relegates them to second-class citizens.

He continued by making assertions like: But is that actually true? But first, the science. A study in The Journal
of Sports Science and Medicine , which examined the year-by-year improvement in world records and top 10
performances across 82 different sports since the beginning of the modern Olympic era , found that women are
not as fast, nor as strong, as men. The data that they collected and examined showed that, on average, men
outperform women by a 10 percent gap. Women typically do best relative to men in events based around
aerobic stamina, like long-distance running. Andy Lane, a sports psychologist at the University of
Wolverhampton, confirmed this to me when I spoke with him. That general point obscures a more interesting
one, though, in that the historical data shows that, for a while, women seemed to be catching up. This is
mainly because women have increasingly had more access to the things that athletes need to better themselves
â€” like more invitations to major events, and better equipment, training, and coaching. Social politics has
influenced sports performances, going right back to when women were enfranchised in the early 20th century,
through periods of increasing personal freedom and income that have made it more and more possible for
women to become professional athletes. The best men and the best women have been getting better at the
same rate ever since. Could women start catching up with men again? After all, people used to say women
were unable to handle political office. The history of women in sports is a history of being gradually allowed
access to social privileges which have made them better athletes, and there could yet be undiscovered factors
at play that could make the gap smaller. For a start, history tells us that improvements in sports science and
technology are more likely to close the gap, not widen it. Right now, top-level training is becoming more and
more specific, for example â€” not just to the sport, not just to the general gender of an athlete, but tailored to
each individual person. There is a great deal of individual difference and so gender is of less importance. An
individualized training program is the most effective and, as such, gender differences will blur. But almost all
major sports â€” particularly team sports like football, basketball, baseball, and soccer â€” have been
historically dominated by men, and I warrant that tailored training is much more likely to help women.
Scientific studies in general focus more on men as subjects instead of women , and this includes medicine,
health, and sports science. Much sports research and training was specifically designed with men in mind â€”
women should have more to gain from training specificity. The second big advancement in the next few
decades, particularly in team sports, will be augmentation â€” that is, using technology to physically alter and
improve the human body. This is going to take many forms, and will be controversial, but some degree of it is
inevitable â€” as will be the changes of our current ideas of what sports are. Even bio-augmentation might end
up permitted, where athletes can physically upgrade their bodies, from better limbs to better brains for tactical
decisions. Doping, arguably, is already a crude form of this. Gene editing may produce humans with every
gene for athletic performance emphasized. In this world, differences in gender end up a minor irrelevance
compared to all of the other factors which will determine sporting prowess. There are variations of speed and
strength among male players in all team sports; there are positions where strength is much less important; and
others where speed is not so integral. If it was all about physicality, then players would be judged and
recruited around edge case statistics like the fractions of seconds to reaching a ball â€” in reality, those are just
one of myriad such stats that coaches look at. Sure, it helps if you can make it to that ball quicker, but other
skills are equally if not more important. In soccer, say, controlling the ball, tactical understanding, off-the-ball
movement, teamwork, and cooperation â€” these are all vital parts of the game. All-male sports teams exist
largely within a system run by men who went through the system themselves â€” men who end up as coaches,
officials, and members of boards. More often than not, men who play to a high level in an all-male sports team
also socialize mainly with their teammates, meaning that the bonds they form with people outside of that
sporting universe â€” and especially women â€” are colored by the masculinity they have to live every day.
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This means there is a higher chance of men having negative attitudes about women â€” objectifying them, for
example. Integrating team sports could do a significant amount to change this. In his study, Anderson
followed heterosexual male university cheerleaders, who had all previously played high school football.
Before they started cheerleading almost all of them reported that they viewed the world through the prism of
orthodox masculinity â€” they held misogynistic views, both about women as athletes, and also in a more
general sense. Overwhelmingly, the men who participated in sports with women had their minds changed.
They perceived women as good athletes; strong, capable and skillful. I never thought women were so athletic
before. But these women are athletes. Thus in the sex-integrated sport of collegiate cheerleading, once sexist
and misogynistic men were able to witness the athleticism of women, befriend them in ways that they were
previously unable to, and to learn of their gendered narratives, it humanized them in the process. We worry
that women might twist an ankle or break a leg if they were to play mixed sports, when in fact, the
consequences of segregation are much, much more costly to women. I hope that one day Marta will play on
the same team as Messi ; that gender segregation in team sports will end, and humanity will be better for it. If
you liked this story, please click on the heart below to recommend it to your friends.
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The item Playing with the boys: why separate is not equal in sports, Eileen McDonagh, Laura Pappano, (electronic
resource) represents a specific, individual, material embodiment of a distinct intellectual or artistic creation found in
University of Manitoba Libraries.
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A study in The Journal of Sports Science and Medicine, which examined the year-by-year improvement in world records
and top 10 performances across 82 different sports since (the.
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] Transgender StudentSex Sport 5 (in which most players were limited to one=third or one=half of the court) and the
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An original and provocative argument to level the athletic playing field, Playing with the Boys issues a clarion call for
sex-sensible policies in sports as a crucial step toward achieving social, economic, and political equality for men and
women in our society.

9: Is Gender Segregation in Sports Necessary? â€“ How We Get To Next
Playing With the Boys Why Separate is Not Equal in Sports Eileen McDonagh and Laura Pappano Â§ Unique and
provocative topic: there is no other book on the market that challenges the current sex-segregated policies in sports, and
the argument put forward by McDonagh and Pappano will definitely inspire debate.
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